
The best collaboration often comes when a team is gathered together in the
same room, leading to faster decision making and more productive
interactions. When in a group setting and engaging with remote callers, the
quality of your conference phone can and will directly impact the quality and
experience of your phone call. The Cisco IP Conference Phone 8832 provides a
simple, flexible, scalable solution that meets the challenges of the most diverse
rooms. This loudspeaker architecture and microphones in the Cisco 8832
provide a dynamic, detailed sound with exceptional clarity, making
conferencing an in-person experience with clear and natural audio quality.

CIS Secure ensures that collaboration with callers in a conference room setting
is done securely with the DTD-8832. By optimizing the Cisco 8832 with TSG-
approved on-hook security controls and other protection mechanisms, the
DTD-8832 enables government users to securely communicate in areas where
sensitive government information is discussed. The DTD-8832 delivers a clear
and rich collaboration experience in executive offices, conference rooms and
boardrooms. 

Product Overview

Key Features

360-degree
room coverage

3.9" Color
Screen

Wired
Mic Pods

SIP
Capable

Programmable
Soft Keys

Collaboration with team members often happens in
a conference room. The TSG certified CIS Secure
Cisco 8832 ensures those discussions are secure 

The TSG Protected
Conference Room

Benefits

 Provides coverage for 24
x 30 foot room with 22-
participants with Wired

Mic Pods
 

Easy management and
provisioning when used

with Cisco Unified
Communications

Manager
 

Delivers robust audio
features including

comfort noise generation,
silence suppression, echo
suppression and dynamic

noise reduction

https://cissecure.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cis-secure-computing-inc-
https://www.facebook.com/cissecure


Product Specifications

CIS Secure Part #

CIS Secure Computing, Inc 
21050 Ashburn Crossing Drive, Suite 145 
Ashburn, VA 20147  
(703) 996-0500 
www.cissecure.com

The TSG Protected
Conference Room

Class AClass B

TSG #

Network

DTD-8832-02DTD-8832-01

Call Control Support Native support in Cisco Unified Communications Manager 12.0(1);
DevPack required for Cisco Unified Communications Manager 10.5.2,
11.0, and 11.5

Acoustics

Dimensions (with handset)

Weight

Operating Temp

Frequency: 100 Hz to 20 kHz; microphones, 100 Hz to 12 kHz, ±3 dB
Max adjustable volume: 89 dB within 0.5 m

Warranty

10.9 x 10.9 x 3.4 in. W x L x H   (278 x 278 x 86 mm)

4.5 lbs.

32°F to 104°F (0° to 40°C)

Standard 1 year parts and labor
Optional 3 years parts and labor

TSG-A-05-2022TSG-B-03-2022

10/100/1000 Base T (PoE / RJ-45),  (Class A includes CIS PoE Injector)

*  Cisco Table Top Mic Pods not included (Optional CIS Part #: DTD-8832-MICKIT)


